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Thtroduction

For a number of years there has been a movement toward applicatIon of

methods and ap. aches of social- ognitive developmental psychology t

theproblems of child-clinical practice. Entailed in the integration of

these two fields is the need 'for a b_ ter understanding of the relation

between general socia1-6ognitive principles applicable_to all children as

they develop and the specific circumstances and concerns of the individual

child. Further understanding of the complex relati n b tween social cogni-

tion and social behavior is also necessary to make progress toward the

intended integrat

In keeping with this theme, we intend to discuss how a 'clinical

comparative developmental approach can help to shed some light on this

relationship. Jle shall report on some initial and emerging findings from a

longitudinal study comparing the level of physical and social avarcnss of

child --n who appear to have difficulties in their interpersonal relations

with a matched sample of peers reportedly functioning more adequately in

Interaction eith their peers.

One Imp_tus for the design of this study can be found in a suggestion

made twenty-five years ago by Fritz Redl and David Wineman 8 .

essay, Children Who Hate':

1 .TIke most obvious deficiency of the classical concept of the on

their classic

a

the agent for keeping "contact with reality" lies in the lack of

differentiation between physical and social reality. We have all seen

children who are perfectly capable of figuring out howmuch weight

skating pond might carry and how far it is wise to venture onto it,and

-yet are unable'to figure out at all "what goes and do n't go _
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oup,in which they find themselves.

asic working ass in our research is that within a develop-

ramework ther_ a e certain parallels in the level of the individua

about social and physical reality, parallels which ara amenable to

1 or structural analysis and which give us important bases fo

ons.1 1 However, just as we assume there are important similarities,

ass hat there are j as important differences wh ch relate t

-of the differences in the child's interaction with the social-and

realities themselves. So, although we h the assumption

indiv.idual thinking can be shuwn to go through partielly,similar.-

ng sequences of levels across various social and physical experiences

ume that each individual at any point in time functions

__ly one level across all situations or expe iencea.

fact, we have designed several studies to examine the relation of

sonal or social c gnition tl cognition about physical reality,

ther Redl and Wineman's clinical intuition about the uneven physical

al awareness _f their wards' hetical egos has any empirical

second impetus for our resear h can be found in the con inuation of

age we have quoted above:

[Howev 1 It would be all wr ong to expect aldren who hate] to

ow generally disturbed functioning, of their ego in terma of assessing

cial reality. Most of them show, in some area disturbance but

edl, F.-, and Winemah, D. Children Who Hate (Hinsdale, I linois

ss,1956). p. -144



hypertropic development of this function. At the same time, they also

show most severe disturbance of this same function in certain other

areas, t :era certain people and under specific conditions. Something

-like a geog -phic map of their distribution of social acuity versus

total insensitivity would be a fascinating task for research to tackle

and enormously helpful to fhe practitioner on all levels.*

Tbis idea pf a geographic map of social cognition.has a certain appeal

for researchers who have concei:ned themselves with the description of social-

cognitive development. Rowever, it turns out there may be as many wAys to

map social cognition as there are map makers. Our own particular cartographic

division has teen strongly influenced by the concerns of clinical child

psychologists as they have attempted to understand the social.- world of the
.

child. Harry ,Stack Sullivan12 stimulated -Us to think of the child beyond

his/her intrapsychic errnflicts to the social ecology of the child's develop-

.

g interbersonal relationships. Both practitioners sucb. as Child therapists

and educators, and research mindrAi social developmentalists share a eoon

concern for-the child as a social being, with friends, a peer zroup, parental,

and authority relations. The second question we have considere e. in the

design of our research is this: -oast we describe the development, of chil-

dren's conceptions of each of these relations and subsequently study how ihe

developmental level of each type of interpersonal rt!asoning relates to the

experiences the child hns had in each particular area, e.g., how a child

level of conception iendship relates to ihe nature of his friendships. .

*Redl, F. and Wineman, D. Children Who Hate (Hinsdale, lainois:

Fre.Press, 1956); 145.



1, A developenral-descriptive approach to the study of interpersonal

reasoni

The first step in our attempt to clarify these two questions has been

to describe thr ugh c ss-sectional and longitudinal study, developmental
_

changes in conceptions of various interpersonal relationships, parti=larlv

conceptions of friendship and of peer group relations, as the child Matti

.thr-_gh preadol Rcence to adolescence and adulthood.

We have used several procedures in our developmental analysis of

children interpersonal concepts: aiscussions of both real and hypothetical-

Interpersonal problems, drawings and their inttrpretation, and rewnses to

projective measures. To date we have found the richest and most reliable

method to be a variation on the open-ended clinical interview. 7 We have

asked a wide age range (ages 4 to 40) of both sexes a series of semi-

tandardized questionS designed to tap thinking about various processes

which occur within the context of either friendship or peer group

relations.
1 0

For the purpose of describi-g developmental changes in friendship

Condepts for example, our method is to p _ ent an audio visual filmstrip

- dilemma r story) in -hich a girl/boy has been asked by a new girl/boy in

town to go to a special event with her/him the next afternoon. Unfortunately,

this conflicts with a long-standing date with a long-tiMe close friend. To

complicate matters, in the filmstrip or

old friend does not like the new person

ory it is made quite clear that the

to For younger childr (ages

7-11) the actors are latency age children and the cice is a circus'show

with the new fr _end or playing together with the old. For-the e_ ly

adolescent.silbject, the choice is between a popular play with the new friend

and helping the old friend with a problem. For '11 subjects the struc ure



o_ the dilemma and th_ form of qu stions is thi same . _imilarly, in c'tudying

issues important to the understandIng of peer group relatinns we present

Audio visually. a Problem or vignette in which a youngster has to decide which

of two groups to Yoin, or in another problem, a youngster has to decide .

between self and group Interests. Following the present tion of each problem,

ask questions to which the individual, in responding, applies his or her

level of conception of various friendShip or group processei. Each of these

filmed prob1,7s Is used as a jmping off place, from which we attempt to

systematically explore not only reasoning about the hypothetical problem but

also reaso ing about issues of importance within each relation.

Altheugh Our approach is open-ended In the sense that-w_ move: beyond

ud- ent about the hyp-thetical dilemma to the experiences of the subject,

bur inte -iew procedures are standard in the sense that w- feel it very

important to be both comprehensive and consistent in the .assessment of each

individualis thinking across a -tandard set of issues within any particular

relation. For example, in friendship relations we are interested in

developing tonceptions of issues which include: bow and, why friendships are

formed, what makes for close friendships, the importarce of trust and

reciprocity to :he maintenance of a friendthip, how friends resolve conflicts,

the effects of jealouSy and the intrusion of others on a friendship relation,

and what causes friendships to.enn. In examining the peer group we are look-

ing at the developing awareness of processes in group dynamics such as group

formatjon and terminat conformity,-group solidarity And cohesion,,rules--

:ientation, decision-making and leadership. Our interest is in the develop-

ing individual as a naive bu_ insightful psychologist whose own theories of

interperllonal and psychological relations help to-shape his/her orientation'

\both him/he-self and his/her socia -orld. Our working hypothests



arat levels of conceptions of each issue olev,.-at to a specific relationship

ill have a certain coonality with other issues, but will be distinc-

eitough to be worthwhile describing and differentiating.

As an example, 1 -- us attempt to characterize in developmental to _s the

parallel is ues.of trust in friendship and loyalty in peer.group relat ons.'

At our starting point of Level 0 the very young- child (ages 3-5), appears to

equate t
_ .

age four, said of course he trusted his best friend Eric. When asked why,

in friendships with physical capabilities. For example, Alan,

Alan said, "If I give him my toy he won't break it . He isn't strong

enough." At Level I children around the ages of to a realize that it

intentions and not just physical abilities which determine whether a friend

-th

stworthy. But trust is still a one-way street: children reasoning at

evel equate trust in friendships with getting a friend to do one s

bidding. e_ample, ono five year o16. told us, "You.trust a 'lend if he

does what I tell him.", At about an average age of eight to ten children reach

a second level, trust is seen as -n equalizing reciprocity between the self-

interests of two friends. For example, ono nine year old aaid, "Trust means

if you do something for him, he will do something for you." Usually by early

adolescence, a third level of conceptions of trust in,friendship emerges, a

belief in the Consistency of a friendship through "thick and thin." Trust

is not merely fair exchange, but a sharing and helping of one another's

intimate and personal concerns. For example,.:one thirteen year old said that

trust in friendships is 'When they can get it off their chest if they talk t

you; things that are going on in your life and in the other pe on's life."

By late adolescence a fourth level of Conceptualizing trust emerges, One which

rests.on a view of friendships as an n-going Process where trust means an

opennes -change and -growth-as-well-

8
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college student said, "Trust means that you got to grow to let your friend

grow. The more you hold on the less you have. You have to have confidence

in yourself a good friend, then you'll have trust in your relation."

The leVels of loyalty conception_in.peer groups pa tially parallel

those of trust in friendships. At Leve1.0, the child aees a membe loyalty

to a group as purely a matter of physical proximity. One five year old, when

asked bow one keeps someone in a group, said,."You have to all hold hands to
-

keep them together." At Level 1, the child becomes concerned with -inning

fhe hearts and minds of fellow members, but there is still the limitation

that group relat one- ay. Loyalty, as one eight year old told us,

is I-lways doing what you are- told, 'cuz they can kick you out of You don!e*

a kind of unilateral obedience to the dictates.of the leader or other mem-

bers. At Level 2, the child sees the peer group as held together by a series

f equalizing "deals" and "friendships" aimed at benefitting the parties

y -

involved. Group loyalty is seen as/anexchange of favors (teamwork), or

interpersonal relations.of "liking each other' extended in a stepwise fashion

to other meMbers of the peer group. When we asked one nine year old if

loyalty in clubs was important he said, "Yes, because if he-is_loyal he can

get like partnerships with a lot of guys. Like if he was loyal-he could get

a lot of kids around and they w uld art a club by being ce to one

another.

At I.eirel 3 the group is seen to be an abstract social s-yste or com-

munity bound together by shared or mutual values. Loyalty in groups is seen.

an individual's contribution to an .ortgoing communal whole, a kind of all

for one loyalty. As one twelve year old told us, loyalty is a matter of

'"faith 'tithe group you try for your group, don't ask the group to do,

do What you can for your group. If every° e depended on the group, there

wouldn't be no group."

r

9



At Level 4 members o group are seen to exercise free choice, b-t

there is au awareness that the collective goals of the group call
a

individual to sacrifice a certain amountof his individual liberty for the

into _f all. :Loyalty is seen ac a contractual agreement to relinquish

one's -ersonal pursuits for the Sake_of.Collective gohls of the gxoup One

post-collegiate subject told us, "Loyalty is-to the unity of the group, that

means each membei- is willing to make a sacrifice for the good of the group.

Sacrifice of himsel.f."

These two descriptions of issues within friendship and peer g

relations illustrate the "same but different" relationship of one sequence to

another. Underlying a particular level of trust in friendships and group

loyalty is a parallel cogn

group ley

_ve structure-For example, in both trust and

Level 2 the orientation appe s to be toward exchanging

!

intereSts ora "pay-ba-k" system. At Level 3, trust implies an ongoing

6adic relationship, whereas loyalty similarly is concerned with the group

as a stable social system above and beyond its particular subrelations. But

given this underlying cognitive similarity, developmental des-riptions of

peer group and dyadic friendship concepts each represent a unique Set of

social experiences to the child which-makes each sequence slightly different..

And because the conceptualization of these different issues does rest.on

different or at least overlapping experiences, children may often functi n

on different levels for different issues, e.g., Level 3 on trust in friend-
.

ships'and Level 2'for loyalty in groups. By systematically continuing this

type of develop e- al-descriptive analysis across issues and across relation-

ships, one can comPile a fairly detailed "social geographic map" describing

developmental levels of interpersonal awareness.

1-0



Using th s approa h it is possible for certain research purposks to

quantitatively arrive at a global "level of interper o_al reasoning score

averaged across each relation10 Alternatively, it is possible, for both

clinical purposes and research, to maintain the independence of each rela-

tion and issue 1n keeping with Redl's suggestion that what is needed is a

geographic map of social acuity. In the following section of this paper we

will describe some findings using the f _ t approach in a clinicalleompara

tive study of children with pOor peer relationships. In the subsequent

on we will point to some possible applications of the second.

2. A -linical/comparative approach to the understanding of the relation

b een interpersonal and_physical reasoning.

Summaries for referral to schools for children vith interpersonal

and emotionally based learning problems from which our clinic sample is

drawn, regularly include symptom eomplaints such a "poor peer relations,

"has no friends," 'plays ()illy with younger'child n," "can't get along.in

groups." Of the 1.8 children_actively evaluated for intake in one such

school the year Our study began, 15 were reported to have major problems

with peer relations.
9

Although the reasons for these difficulties varies,

and-these were not the only 'symptoms, the=complaint _till runs common.

One hypothesis that can be posed is that children who hav,.._ experienced

inecinsistent or dis-uptive interpersonal ekper ences, and Who ifest

difficulties in their peer relations:might not develop through this particular

domain of reasoning as steadily as children with more consistent, dependable,

and mutual relations with friends or in groups. Children 'With such primary:

peer:relation oroblems but without indications of psychotic or gross organic
z

symptoms comprised our clinical sample.. Twenty-four children from this
1

population between the ages of 7 and 13 \w-_ Selected and individually matched



with a peer of the same sex, racei sods-economic level, psychometric intelli-

gence score (within 10 points) and chronological age (within 4 months) from

theAlUblic schools_who th:rugh both teacler report and observation gave nt,

indication of severe difficulties in per _el tions. A battery of interview

measures were used to assess each child's level of thinking on various

Piagetian logico-physical problems
3
and on our interpersonal problems and

issues interview.
-

!The statistical analySis (see Table 1) of the performance 1

each area of.reasoning in the first year of our longitudinal study (1973- 4

suggested that _children in this special school, as a group, did no lese

adeqUately on'Piagetian type tasks of logico-physical reasoning rhan did their

public school peera. However, tasks,assessing reasoning interper

sonal relations and the resolution of interpersonal problems the -as.chad

sample perf --ed at significantly higher levels than did the clinic sample. .--

A preliminary analysis a year longitudinal follow-up of these children=

dicates these results haVe bean replicated.

,

. Inert,Table 1-About -heres:

It also bears mentioning that there were some interesting patterns

within the clinic g_oup itself. Although the per ormance of this group on

the interpersonal measures was significantly lower than that of the matched

group, this was not true of all the children the clinic school population.

Some did as wellor better than their matched peer. However,, If a child per-

formed at a very low level of interpersonal reasoning relative to normative

age level.(e.g., t-- or more levels.behind) then chances were &igiiificantly

high that this subject would be from the clinic population.11 These results

ean,be interpreted to mean that children with average or "n rmal" levels-of

"-----ssocial cognitive aware ess for the age may act maturely or

12

ly; in



udy.we:could not predict which with any reliability_. aWeVer, children

do lag far behind their peers in social cognitive awateness are-very

ly to have dgficulty in relating to their peers. For exa7mOle, the four,-_
4

en year old who-:67..l defines-n:fri nd:as "someone who does what he

him to do" is very.likely _to have a greae of difficulty relating;to

Otheraverage fourteen year. olds who see a friendship,as based.upon mutual

helping wieh personal problems. Nevertheless an adolescent uay be able to
_71

'clearly see this mUtuality of friendships and for a variety of other reasoni

have difficulties in relating to peers. From this perspective, an adequate

level of interpersonal-awareness appears to be a necessary cond tion but not

suff cient one.for getting along with peers.
1/4

appears, then, that if we are to draw any more specific clinical

inferences

_across

within

esearch, we must move beyond the analysis of co parisons

-nicalcomparatiVe temples, to theanalysid -f -easoning patterne

'Undertaking such an analisis requires the asaumptioneach indiVidual.-

that1 jusf,As With the-developing conceptions of loyalty and.trust livels of

ocial cognitive ieaioning can be viewed as developing in

ee Table 2).

Insert Table 2 about here_

A closer to arsop of developmental patterns within indi idual chil-

en irt the clinic sample, I.e. , within the sample of children already iden-

d as having extraordinary interpersonal .difficulties, leads to some

ble but still SpeculatiVe relations between reasoning pattern and broad

behavior categorix

linic-

_ reasaningyithinAndividual children

amp e can be Toughly divided

on bath lekico7physical and ii_

lnto, three types: 1) those who

pe anal cdgnitive measures;

an the logical measures but pborly oo.the social &ignition
.

13



ks and 3) thoii-who do poorly, on both. (A fourth Oattern--low logico-

-physical cognition-high social cognition--is'also.theoretically possible, but

1

not evident in otir data.) We are currently ,examining the behavioral and

learning correlates of each of these ypes.* Observed trends which are being

atically.investigated are the tendency of the:high-high child in' the

clinic sample to exhibit ore ne%Irotic learning disability symptoms,

h age normative physical-cognitive hu ature social reasoning is-more
4--

likely to be an imOulsive.aggressive or so-called "acting-out

-child who IS developmentally lagging in both areas tends to be primarily

"retarded" a general cognitive sense, regardless of his or her manifest
'

social behavior. Of particular interest to us is this middle group; fhe so. -

called high cognitive-low social o "disquilibratedr child. An example from

our Clinical experience may.be helpful.* One sikteen year .old teenager with

whom we have been Working, we.mill call him Tommy, has, a history of severe
I

social depi-ivation. .TWo yearg ago ToMmy often hid beneath his desk for fear

of his peers and teacher. But ever SO sloWly with encOuragement from the

staff Tommy hap begun to-develop his social skills. First he formed a close

bon&with his teacher,'but one based almost completely on a unilateral., or

- one- ayrelatIonship; similar tO that of . a-much younger child. Ne4 Tommy

develoPed his first truly.closefriend, One'who alSo lagged in sodial-deVelop-::

ment. The ntrueture Of _this friendship is extremely interesting, since it

sho s the basic perspective of a Ognitive-developmenta; approach. yls

e friendship; coming nearly 8 years behind .schedule; was not based

what we ustially.find among our normal teenager sample- sharing personal

qelings and establishing a common bond. No, TomMy's first friendship.rwas-

.

--structurally,similar to that of an 8-10 year old The topic: playing. with

and- haring, tor trucks. .1Nkt.meanwitile 4.r: his intellectual,abilities as

ated to physical reality, Tommy never suffered a developmental lag.

'AJohn McHale -Teacher at the
_

anvilie SOhool persona
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functioned near or at the level of physical cognitive development to fhat of

his peers, formal-ppetational thought. Although there mAy be a structural

parallelism between-thinking of friendships'as a system based on --hared

feelings and a common bond and the ability to think of physical relations

terms of abstract fdrmal 4erations, in Tommy's mind, And in his actual

social experiences there exists an extreme depression of that ability in the

social realm. Our longitudinal analysis indlaates that Tommy was going through

the same sequence of interpersonal levels as-any of the children we-have

-assessed, but much more Slowly within-the social realm. It is in this sense

that our approach picks up on Redl's geographic ma p analogy. While such

descriptions are incomplete nd somewhat'apeculative', basic research in this

a may eventually.lead,beyond

diagnostic perspective. ,

nosology to.a more precise developmental-
._

Social oning-social behavior: social and clinical implications

The final issue which we would like to touch upon is the value

psychology in general of the relatively fine grained descriptions .of social

concepts within a developmental framework.

In recent years we have witnessed the elabo ation of a number of related

and zometimes overlapping developmental descriiitive 'analyses of reasoning

aboUt a range of social and moral Aspects of human relationsmoral judgment,

social conVentions and .mores,13 social concepts;2 interpersonal awareness,li

conceptions of mind,
1
conceptions of societal rules,norms and organization,

etc This generatiOn Of a potentially endless shbpping list df develoOmental

descriptions of content or categories of social experience vaises the ques-

idh of the' paychoIogical payoff -f such a strategy. Suppos,e we find 'in sub

sequent research that these social concept_ emerge in close or lockstep syn-

ehrony with one anothe- While this would be strorig suppO for-the



developmental postulate of structured wholeness of social cognition, it would

somewhat negate the psychological value of each individual analysis except as

_interesting logical descriptive exercises.

%On the other'hand if it can be shown that although developmental stages

or levels in each area are logically related to one another, that within the

individual there_are behaViorally meaningful variations in level of achieven..
-

merit across domains of reasoning, then this topographic descriptive analysi

may be very important for the fields'of social, clinical and educational

psychology. In light of some of ourown findings on the relation:of physical

-and SOcial cognition in both normal and disturbed children, we take the,

lpotition that-sUch relatively fine-grained descriptions, social ,concepts,

are potentiallyjiseful t_ both the social psychological understandingof.

relation between social -easoning and social behavior, and,to the clinical-
,: ,

--understanding of normality and pathology..

It would seem that social, developmental,and'clinical PsYchologis

erested in the relation of social cognitive development to social behavior

might better match the social psychological-processes they_are examining wlth

the assessment of the individual's level of-awareness In that:particular

.Tor.example, studies of Children s developing conformity, friendship, or
/

411stributive justice behavior need to Consider theSe social behaviors or pro-

cesses In relation to level of conception of confo ,frie4ship, or dia-
.-

tributive justice, not to overly bread and general Cognitive:.Systems such as
\.

,Piagetian.stages or Kohlberg's mbral
-

_ages (ef.
5
)

a

'As Redl suggested many years ago, w are beginning tp find in hereal

wo ld,neither the absolute structured wholeness of thinking,aeros all of~

-re_ ity,'nor the other ext eme of asSociationist situation -pecificity of'
!

re soning level. We-are f nding that although:not all over the developmental

6



map a child may be at one level in his her thinking about how to make friends,

and at a lower level in how to keep them, or hw to relate to a group. We

hcite that future atudie Will eventually be able to further clarify ho .these.

al 'cognitive patterns relate to, behavio and 'hence lead to the furthi

gration of-developmental,approaches to nical-child and soc

psychdlogy.



Table 1

Tmo-way analysid of variance; group (clinic v match) by

age (7-12 ) for each reasoning 4omain

Va able p < than df
_

othes e n ch differences

Logico-physical
. 3.2 .07 1 i 36

,

Interpersonal 12.49 .001

Hypothe 2 - age differences

Ldico-phyzica1 4.4 .002 5 x 36 =

1ntpersona1
'5...0 ,091

Hypo thes - interactions group x age'

gico-physical .21 . 4 9
2.1

Interpersonal .59 .76.

214-1,



-Tab e 2

trUctural-developmental system

physical and interpersona

get-Cogaitive Level

(logico-phy i al)

lA InEuitive preioperational

IB- transitional peoperafiOna concre
.4

2/117- cOncrete operation

- transitional Concrete/early,

7 early .and consolidated fo

19

level

reasoning-

ogico-

Interpersonal L eyel

quasiphysical relat1onship s

- one-way relationship3

2 - reciprocal tiut 'context--

epecific:relatiodships-

mutual relationship
,

iterdePendent relationships
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